


Wind Resource Data

What’s needed

a biased opinion



Thank you

for giving me this opportunity 

to participate 

in helping 

to grow 

the small wind market.





Who am I to be here today?

• Started in Wyoming, Colorado

• In 1982, installed my first turbine – an 

Enertech 1500





Helped install over 40 turbines 

Worked with two family firms-

Independent Electric and 

Sunshine Power Company











Exciting books

about Wind Energy 

were published 

that re-awoke my interest.



Paul Gipe 2004



Tore Wizelius  2006



• Completed Wind Power Technology 

certificate from Gotland University, 

Visby, Sweden 

now part of Uppsala University 

• MREA wind courses in wind power 

and site assessment

• Founded The WindWay in 2004 



Why aren’t we 

installing thousands

of 

turbines?

Here’s my opinion



Is there a market for small wind?

Is there land enough for small wind? 



The rough facts on the market

126 million households in the US

28 small business

18,500 firms >500 employees

So 154 million possible customers

Of these, 

1.4 million households >$5 million income

156,000 Households >$25 million



If only 1% of the possible customers had 

viable sites that’s 1.5 million small wind 

turbines or larger.

If  10% of the wealthier households were 

customers, that’s 150,000 turbines

Yes, there’s a market



Top 10 landowners in the US

John Malone 2.3 million acres

Ted Turner 2.0 million acres

Curly Emmerson  1.9 million acres

Brad Kelly  1.7 million acres

Mark Reed 1.37 million acres

The Irvings 1.2 million acres

Henry Singleton 1.1 million acres

The Kings 0.9 million acres

Stan Kroenke  0.865 million acres

David Pingree 0.830 million acres

Total 14.065 million acres



The top 50 landowners in total control 27 

million acres 

Where is this land?  

In some of the windiest parts of the US

Is there a market?

YES





NREL releases

Wind power is one of the fastest growing 

sources of new electricity generation in the 

United States. Cumulative installed 

capacity was more than 74,000 megawatts 

(MW) at year-end 2015 and wind power 

supplied 4.7% of total 2015 U.S. electricity 

generation. Despite the growth of the wind 

power industry, the distributed wind market 

has remained limited. 



The addressable resource potential of 

distributed wind is large, potentially 

supporting millions of systems and 

thousands of gigawatts (GW) of power 

production capacity 

In aggregate terms, the addressable 

resource potential for distributed wind 

exceeds the total U.S. electricity demand. 



Growth in the residential turbine size class is relatively muted in this  

low growth scenario



According to the 2010 U.S. Census, 

approximately 21 million U.S. homes are 

built on sites that are 1 acre and larger 

and 19.3% of the U.S. population lives in 

rural areas, making residential distributed 

wind a potential key element of the wind 

energy mix in the United States. 

YES, there’s land and customers

https://www.census.gov/geo/reference/ua/urban-rural-2010.html


Are there 

good small wind turbines 

out there??



Certified Turbines in the United States



YES, there are good, reliable turbines out 

there…

The Nordic Folkecenter reports 104 

companies in 28 countries produce 302 

different turbines less than 50kW



So why aren’t we installing thousands of 

turbines?

What do the experts say?





Regardless of how well designed a turbine 

may be or efforts to reduce deployment 

costs, if it is sited improperly the 

performance will likely be less than 

desired by stakeholders. By improving the 

siting and prediction process, we can 

positively impact the baseline distributed 

wind fleet performance across all projects. 



Prioritized Challenges

Data Access: Expand the availability of data 

accessible by the public 

Develop and populate a user-friendly data-

sharing platform that provides access to 

publically available measurement data, 



How to get reliable

wind resource data 

to the people?



Disclaimer

This is an idea to bring wind data to the 

masses-

I have no stake, investment or financial 

interest in this product-

it’s a neat gadget that could help



Pioupiou V2

open source wind resource monitoring



Waterproof, 

UV resistant,

cellular, 

solar panel in tail,

rechargeable 

battery,

integrated GPS,

hundreds installed



What if a state or the country had 

this many sensors installed?

https://pioupiou.com/en/map

https://pioupiou.com/en/map




What if we had this in the U.S.?



THANK YOU!!


